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Meet Molded.

Individualized character coupled with a wide range of colors and styles.

Form + Style
Where limitless options and boundless potential combine.

Our skilled craftsmen guide the purposefully irregular shape and iconic soft edges of Glen-Gery molded brick. With unique design details that can scale to meet large and small requests, this is brick capable of enhancing architecture both classic and modern, grand and understated.

Push your aesthetic further by holding true to the form of Molded Brick. From residential to institutional to commercial structures, you’ll be propelled to new heights in discerning design on virtually any construction surface.

Stay ahead of design by keeping the mold.
Ahead of the curve. Craft that contours to mold your vision is fully realized here.

The Mold that can do more.

Craft Contour

Reside in wow.
Revel in the unprecedented charm offered by Pastel Rose brick every time you walk by.
Molded blend in Georgian and 53-DD Windham Danish

Suggested use: interior and exterior, applications including walls, floors, facing, archways, driveways, copings, custom projects, and more.

Available in 35 color variations. See the next few pages for color options, or visit glengery.com.

Many products are also available in matching pavers and thin brick, visit glengery.com for more specific details.

For over a century, Glen-Gery molded brick has elevated architecture both great and small. With unprecedented ease and brilliance, this brick showcases our commitment to implementing new technology while honoring artisanal methods of the past.

Details

Pavers & Thin Brick

Trending Colors

Provincial | 53-DD | Valley Forge | Windham | Danish
Cushwa Series

The Cushwa Molded range offers centuries proven texture and color combinations with unrivaled quality among each sand-finished brick. The standout design features of these products are their ability to stand out in today’s modern or classical environments.

Catalog size: Modular, Standard, Engineer Standard • Also available as Thin Brick

* Only available in Engineer Standard size

Terra Blend
Provincial
Old Line
Pastel Rose

250-M
Georgian
Camden Blend
Antistem Blend

Stonewall
1-HB
Danish
Danish "1776" *

Shenandoah "1776" *
53-DD
52-DD
53-DD "1776" *

Santa Fe
Rose Full Range "1776" *
Rose Full Range
Rose Red Range

Shenandoah
51-DDX
Antique Red
59-DD

350-M
56-DD
47-HB
4-HB

Valley Forge
The Hometown Series of products is the perfect choice for classic architecture. The combination of soft colors, sand finish and overall unique irregularity of its edges, the Hometown Series feels comfortable and ‘homey’.

Catalog size: Modular

- Windham
- Covington
- Canton
- Albany
- Augusta
- Jamestown
Complete curb appeal.

A home in Stonewall Molded brick isn’t just a job well done, it’s a lifetime achievement.

Amaze + Adobe

A NEW TAKE ON SUBURBAN LIVING.

Where modern design is housed.

Can you imagine living in a veritable dream house? We can.
Expansive uniqueness.

Broad design possibilities couple nicely with a literary atmosphere.

Volumes of artistry.
Even the most studious of spaces look better in Shenandoah.
Take in the comforting congruity of Danish Brick Pavers.
Cushwa Paver Series

Catalog size: 4x8 Paver

Danish 4x8 Paver

52-DD 4x8 Paver

Shenandoah 4x8 Paver

53-DD 4x8 Paver

Common Paver Patterns

Basket Weave  Stack Bond  Double Basket Weave  Running Bond  Herringbone
Choosing the right mortar color can make all the difference when building your vision. Whether you’re going for contrast or a more even-toned aesthetic, our range of mortar styles can help bring your ideal look to life. See the full suite of mortar colors at glengery.com.

Bind your brick beautifully. Add a tasteful and transformative touch with Glen-Gery mortar.

Glen-Gery’s offerings include water tables, sills, copings and treads, corners, tips and radials, and arches. Varying specs are available to accommodate any space in whatever application you may need. See the full suite of shapes at glengery.com.

Let your project take shape. Embrace architectural versatility with an array of custom shapes.
See it before you live it.

With the Picture Perfect design tool from Glen-Gery, you can visualize your project with any Glen-Gery building product, including molded brick. Try one look or try them all, and see what fits for you.

Find your style at glengery.com/visualizer